
BOARD GAME GEEK FORUM QUESTIONS

In the rules it is mentioned that a season stops if all Players passed in succession.
It is nowhere mentioned, if I am allowed to pass and are to allowed later on again, if it appears auitable. Or is passing 
one final Action for the season?

RB: If you pass, but another player takes a turn, then you may play again.
If you pass and all the other players pass as well. Then the season is over.

Boat 3b: “For game end scoring purposes, gold, iron, stone, and wood can be counted in substitution for any other 
type of resource.”
In the game end scoring section, it says that “Gold counters are worth one point each if they have not been allocated 
to any of the scoring tiles.”
If you obtain Boat 3b, can you score 1 point for each of your resources by substituting them for gold?

Yes. But things only score once. Even if it is wild and/or can be scored in multiple ways. You need to pick which way it scores and 
only score it once.

Boat 2b “doubles a player’s transport and upgrade ability”. Does this mean:
1. The OWNER of Boat 2b gets double transport/upgrade on the transport tiles in their OWN village.
2. The OWNER of Boat 2b gets double transport/upgrade on ALL transport tiles.
3. ALL players get double transport/upgrade on transport tiles in the Boat 2b OWNER’s village.

RB: 2 is correct. And note it doubles the score if the player owns the Keyflower boat also.

If a player has used a tile with red, yellow or blue workers, can the owner of Boat 4a use a different color worker to 
bid for that tile?

SB: The official answer to this question is ‘no’. According to the Keyflower rules, another player needs to have bid for the village tile 
for the boat 4a ability to apply.

Clarification about production.

SB: the following sequences of worker placements are all valid (and I believe that this list contains all possible valid sequences):
- One worker
- One worker, then two workers
- One worker, then two workers, then three workers.
- One worker, then three workers
- One worker, then four workers
- One worker, then five workers
- Two workers
- Two workers, then three workers
- Two workers, then four workers
- Three workers
- Four workers
- Five workers
- Six workers

The rules are a bit confusing about distributing resources at the end of the game. Can you distribute resources to the 
four buildings mentioned in the end game rules, barn, etc. in the endgame or only other buildings? The rules seem to 
make a distinction that I’m not grasping.
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The four buildings mentioned (barn, blacksmith, stone yard, and timber yard) are AUTUMN buildings (may come out in the 3rd round of 
the game). To score resources on these tiles, you must have moved the corresponding cubes to these tiles by the end of the game. 
The distinction between these AUTUMN scoring tiles and the WINTER scoring tiles is that the resources (cubes) MUST be on the 
tiles at the end of the game for the AUTUMN tiles. The WINTER scoring tiles score points for you no matter where the resources are 
located.
HOWEVER, do keep in mind that every item in the game can ONLY be scored once. So if you have the barn and the watermill for 
example, you can’t score the same resource for both tiles. You have to choose which one you will score them for.

Is it allowed to place a worker on a tile even if you cannot (or don’t want) to activate it?

SB: The intention is that workers can only be placed onto tiles to gain a positive effect. This means that they cannot be placed onto 
tiles which do not give an effect on worker placement, nor can they be placed onto tiles which have costs which the player con-
cerned is unable or unwilling to pay.

LEGEND SB: Sebastian Bleasdale, RB: Richard Breese

EUROPE MASTERS RULES CLARIFICATION

Please do not use the Dutch rules. These rules contain serious errors!

The game will be prepared for the tournament. Tiles will be drawn randomly and put in sealed envelopes. We flip the boats tiles also 
randomly. When the envelope is opened, the tiles may not be flipped anymore.

When a player needs to draw workers from the bag (at start of the game and when using abilities of tiles), his left neighbour draws 
the number of workers blind and hands them to the player blind. The player checks whether he has received the correct number of 
workers and put them behind his screen. If a player receives an incorrect number of workers he shows his hand with the received 
workers. These workers are placed back in the bag and the drawing process is restarted.

The following part of the rules can be overlooked easily. At the turn end (every round!!), the player taking the purple man IMMEDI-
ATELY become first player. In effect this could result into a change of order of the other players. For example. If 2 players did not bid 
for a sequence tile, and a player has bid for the new starting player tile. The 2 players may pick a boat in sequence based on the 
NEW starting player.

The starting player at the table will receive the Home1 tile, 2nd player the Home2 tile, etc. These tiles are not distributed randomly.

Tile Sea Bastion: The route should be regarded as the road on the tiles, not the tiles itself. For example the Gold mine have 4 road 
exits. It is possible to create a route, where the Gold Mine building is travelled twice, without travelling over the same road. This 
would generate 2 points, as the Gold Mine is visited twice. So Sea Bastion gives 1 point per visit of a building on the route, not 1 
point per tile as stated in the rules.

Is production mandatory? Yes as soon as you place a worker on a production tile you immediately receive the resources/have to 
perform the action of the tile. So for example with the Brewer, you may only use it if you have a skill tile (of any type) available. Oth-
erwise you may not perform this action (just to raise the costs for other players). For transport and upgrading tiles the rules state you 
MAY transport and MAY upgrade, these actions are not mandatory.

Boat 4a. Can only be used when overbidding. You can not use this ability as long as no one else made a bid. This even applies when 
there a workers on the tile. Example: On a tile there are blue workers, but no one has made a bid for the tile. You can therefor not 
bid on the tile with red workers (using the boat 4a ability). As soon as another player starts a bid with a blue worker, you can overbid 
with red workers.

Boat 2b doubles for all transport/upgrade powers you, as owner of the boat, want to use. These even accounts for 
tiles owned by other players or in the open market. Other players using tiles in the village of the owner of the boat 
do not get double powers.


